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Versals

By Stan Knight
Manuscript Versals

Historically, the use of versals in manuscripts was quite
restrained. They were reserved mainly for headings, initial
letters, or colophons, and their color was limited to red, blue,
green, or occasionally black. In more luxurious manuscripts,
they were sometimes written in raised and burnished gold.
Versals were first employed frequently in the Carolingian

E1. Latin Bible from Abbey of St Martin (Tours, France, ca AD 830).
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, CLM 12741.
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E2. The Second Bible of Charles the Bald. (Paris, France, AD 871877). Bibiothèque Nationale, Paris, Ms. Lat. 2.

manuscripts in France (AD 800 – 850), in which they were
usually given classical Roman proportions – broad C, D, G,
H, and N, and narrow B, E, F, P, and S, etc. They even kept the
bracketed serifs, rendering them with a pen (see examples E1
and E2 in Historical Scripts).
Later, English scribes copied the Carolingian capitals, following the classical Roman shapes, but varying the widths of the
letters. They no longer consistently adopted Roman proportions – some letters were made wide, others narrow. Serifs
were simplified by rendering them just as hairlines. Typical
English capitals can be seen in Winchester manuscripts, like
the Benedictional of Aethelwold from about AD 950 onwards
(see Historical Scripts, E3 and E4).
From the middle of the 11th century, as the text scripts

Ruling pen. c.1998
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You can allow every repeated letter to be different. I aim for that.
You are competing with type. You want to control the recklessness, however.
Quoting Denis Brown: 90% of calligraphers admit that they touch up letter strokes.
The other 10% are lying.
For liveliness, allow all the relationships of the strokes’ beginnings
and terminals to the guidelines to be different.

WORKSHOP WORDS
Carl Rohrs has been a freelance lettering artist and sign
painter in Santa Cruz since 1977. He also teaches lettering
courses at Cabrillo College and leads workshops for unsuspecting calligraphy societies. His hobbies include typographic
errors and spilling paint on good clothes.
Carl has an international reputation as a calligrapher who
can translate his facility with the tool into a style of teaching
that makes his work accessible to students at any level. He has
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a delightful sense of humor, yet there is a deliberate seriousness to Carl’s classes, as I found during a weekend workshop
in North Carolina last fall. In those two days we worked
primarily with lowercase letters, adapting italic shapes into a
unique and versatile hand using broad pen or pointed brush.
In addition to all the visual stimulation during those days,
Carl’s comments provided humor, insight, and concepts to
ponder. On these pages are some of the quotable Carl, taken

CREATING A DOUBLE

PRIMARY PALETTE
BY SANDY WAGNER

choose two of each color, or
a double primary: two reds,
two blues, two yellows. Our
first goal will be to choose the
six paints.
Sometimes you will see palettes referred to in the terms
warm pairs and cool pairs.
Since “warm” and “cool” are
somewhat subjective and,
especially when looking at
the blue hues, can be confusing to the novice, I find it
easier to refer to a color (hue)
in terms of its primaries (red,
yellow, blue). Herein lies the
secret to color mixing. There
are very few, if any, tube/pan/
bottle colors that are purely
red, yellow, or blue. Each primary has undertones of other
primary colors. It is learning
to see these subtle undertones that makes it easier to
mix colors.
For your double palette you
will need two of each primary
color: a “yellowish RED” and
a “bluish RED,” a “yellowish
With Winsor & Newton Artists’ Water Colour at full strength, the double primary set of colors has been used BLUE” and “reddish BLUE,”
here to create the three secondary colors of green, orange and purple. While in theory you should be able
and a “reddish YELLOW”
to do this with only three primary colors, in practice, using six primary colors will give far better results.
and “bluish YELLOW.” For
any scribes spend hours guessing at matching colexample, a “yellowish” red will have a slightly more orange look,
ors, or they simply use them directly from a tube
while a “bluish” red will seem to have a vaguely purple cast.
or a bottle, often buying new paint or ink for each
The fundamental principles of a double primary palette will
project. But with a few easy exercises, you can learn to create a
work with any media: watercolor, gouache, acrylic, and so forth.
wide range of colors from just six tubes of paint. It can save you
I prefer to experiment with watercolor because all you’re dealing
money, and more importantly, you will begin to “see” colors in a
with is pigment, water, and a bit of gum, however you can use any
new way. First, one needs to discard the idea that when you mix
medium you are familiar with or already own. This is probably a
red and blue you will automatically get purple, or that blue and
good place to talk about material quality. I try to use only artists’
yellow creates green, or red with yellow invariably makes orange. grade watercolor as there is more pigment in the tube. You simply
Why? Because the primary colors that we all learned in grade
get what you pay for, and as you’re only going to be buying six
school, red, blue and yellow, aren’t all that primary. Instead we’ll
tubes, it makes sense to purchase a quality paint.

M
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PAMELA PAULSRUD
An Artist of the Natural World

Pamela Paulsrud is a visual
artist: a papermaker, calligrapher, book artist, and
collaborator. She creates both
intimate pieces and large-scale
installations. Her explorations
in energy / vibrations and
of letters / lines inspire her
work and life, as does her love
of the land, the earth and its
resonance. Her research and
practice in energetic healing
modalities also inform her art.
For Pamela, “Handwriting is
a visual language emanating
from our thoughts and emotions, a remnant of a process
… telling not only who we
are, but also how we are in
that moment of time. My
intrigue lies not only with line
and space, but heartbeat and
breath—and resonance, that
energetic quality, that vibration that seems so illusive.”
Her interest in handwriting
naturally flowed into a pursuit
of calligraphy and, from there,
to a world of other creative
possibilities. Her art explores
and celebrates spontaneous
responses to her environment. “The rolling cornfields
blanketed with snow suddenly
appear as text—the smooth
sand along the shoreline tufted

Acapella Rhetoric
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Eola Hills Wine. All chalk, with illustration inspired by the label. I use Nupastel chalks for bright colors and less dust, and
I layer colors for interest. The boards are hardboard from the hardware store, painted with black floor paint. The signs
themselves are erased and the boards painted over each time I need to make a new one. Generally, I'm supposed to spend
no more than an hour, or hour-and-a-half if elaborate, to make a sign.

KATHERINE MALMSTEN
A Multimedia Calligrapher

For many of us in school, “calligrapher” or “lettering artist”
was never offered as a career option. My first graphic design
professor actually said on the first day of class that “there is no
such thing as lettering, there is only type”. But perseverance
and serendipity provided me with an educational background
that has proven useful in my work, a BFA in Painting and a BA
in English Literature from the University of Washington. Since
then, I've honed my skills in classes and workshops in the
pursuit of creating art with visual and verbal aspects – and of
making a living by making letters.

I refer to letters as my favorite subject matter. I'm always
experimenting with new tools and techniques to create them
and new surfaces to embellish with them. As a child, I was
fascinated with words on my neighbor's kitchen wall; now I
love to paint them on walls myself. They find their way into
jewelry, objects, books and broadsides. Isn't everything better
with words?
For work, my lettering has found its way onto logos, posters,
packages, ads, book covers, photography, rubber stamps and
the like. Since 2006, I have also worked as a staff sign artist
Bound & Lettered b Spring 2012
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The Jacob’s Ladder Artist’s Book structure is borrowed from a folk toy traditionally made of blocks of wood held together with ribbons.

JACOB’S LADDER BOOK STRUCTURE
A MODULAR APPROACH
By Karen Hanmer

A TRIBUTE
Hedi Kyle had a profound influence on my work long before I ever heard
her name. I had spent several years exploring ways to make my photography more physically engaging, and in an introductory artists’ books class
in 1997 I saw my first Hedi Kyle structure, Susan King’s Women and Cars.
This flag book layers autobiographical narrative, vintage photographs, and
literary quotes from various sources. I had never seen anything like this
accordion-based structure, both so simple and so complex. It functioned
as a traditional codex, a sculpture, and a puzzle; it could both reveal and
conceal its richly layered content. I never went back to making two-dimensional work. This article began as a tribute to Hedi Kyle, and a version
was included in a Festschrift in her honor, published by the Guild of Book
Workers Delaware Valley Chapter. I know of no connection between Hedi
Kyle and the Jacob’s Ladder. But my instructions are written in the spirit of
her teaching: demystifying the complex.

The structure is held from one end and allowed to dangle vertically.
When the block being held is tilted, a cascading visual effect is created
as the remaining blocks flip over in succession, each now showing a
different image from before.

INTRODUCTION
The Jacob’s Ladder artist’s book structure is borrowed from a folk toy
traditionally made of blocks of wood held together with ribbons. The
structure is held from one end and allowed to dangle vertically. When the
block being held is tilted, the remaining blocks flip over in succession,
producing a cascading visual effect.
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I spent several days trying to figure out how to construct my own Jacob’s
Ladder, deconstructing examples by other artists while trying not to
destroy them completely. My early prototypes took many frustrating hours
to assemble: attaching, tearing off and reattaching straps and images to the
pieces of board until the structure moved properly and the images were all
oriented correctly.
Various instructions I found online added to my confusion. Eventually, I
threw them all out and came up with a method of assembly akin to preparing ingredients for an elaborate stir fry dish: the majority of assembly time
is spent up front in systematic preparation, then the structure is completed
quickly with a few simple, repeated motions.

